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I’m wearing my IDF that today, although I have tried to make this talk as non-DOI specific as possible

“It is difficult to make predictions,
especially about the future”

Niels Bohr, Sam Goldwyn, Robert
Storm Petersen, Yogi Berra, Karl
Kristian Steincke……..?

I recognise that I have given myself an impossible task - looking to the future is trying to imagine the unimaginable and the predict the unpredictable!

The other problem with future-gazing is that it is hard to break out of today. No-one in 1950’s when this advert was made could ever imagine email - for them the future
was rocket mailmen

But first let me go back in time. It was only after the Titanic disaster that the world came together to agree standards for radio call signs for ships. It often takes a disaster to focus our minds enough to agree standards

Of course, our “disaster” in the 1990’s was nothing as horrific as the Titanic, but as the web developed was broken links and broken links to important stuﬀ. Serious
enough for people to come together to solve it

A persistent iden+ﬁer is a long-las+ng reference to a digital resource

Our solution for digital resources was simple – we need a persistent identifier that tells us what is what and where I can find it and that lasts a long time. And that’s how
we started. This is my simple definition of a PID

What’s what?

A persistent iden+ﬁer is a long-las+ng reference to a digital resource

Where can I ﬁnd it?

But I like an even simpler definition: a PID tells you what’s what and where you can find it

Provenance
What’s what?
Who’s who?

Metadata
Can you tell me
more about it?
What?
Who?

A persistent iden+ﬁer is a long-las+ng reference to a digital resource

How long is long?
How do I know?
Policies & Guarantees

Where can my
machine ﬁnd it?
Where can I ﬁnd it?
Machine-readability

Fast forward 20 years or more on and things have developed a lot. Now we have identifiers for people as well, we want to know what persistent means and how long a
PID will persist, metadata has grown so there is as much value in retrieving the metadata as the object itself. And that object is no longer digital - digital information on
physical object is a big growth area, and last but not least we want our machines to be able to interpret PIDs
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I’m going to explore each of these four dimensions, starting with Provenance

Where can my
machine ﬁnd it?
Where can I ﬁnd it?
Machine-readability

Provenance

As trust is eroded, I think the need for provenance increases. If a PID describing me contained hard-to-fake details like pictures of me 20 or 30 years ago, then it is more
trustworthy. Could blockchain concepts help here - if the provenance of a PID contained all the uses and re-uses of the object the that would be very hard to fake.
In short we need to know what’s really what and who’s really who? If you think a 404 is annoying, then it’s way worse to resolve to something that isn’t what you thought
it was, what Herbert van Sompel calls Content Drift.
I also see the increasing need to validate research. In a world where everything has a PID we can access the underlying data and more easily try to reproduce the results.
I think that validating prior work will be seen as a valuable piece of research - perhaps it will be the job of all 1st year PhD students to validate the prior art before doing
their own research.
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Next let’s look at Policies & Guarantees

Where can my
machine ﬁnd it?
Where can I ﬁnd it?
Machine-readability

Policies & Guarantees

The focus to date has very much been on ensuring the identifier (system) is persistent but in a world where everything has a PID, I think the focus will shift towards the
object it points too. Persistent Identifiers demand Persistent Objects. Or at least some standardised assertions about how long an object can be expected to be
available. Is it the length of a project? 5 years? 50 years? Forever?!

The IDF have been thinking about providing a tombstone page should the object have disappeared. It would show the metadata and the last known location of the
object. It’s not great - obviously you want the object - but it’s at least better than a dead end link
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And now metadata
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Metadata

When we started 20 years ago, we looked at metadata simply as derived data from the article, obviously of less value. But something has happened when you collect a
vast corpus of articles, the combined metadata suddenly becomes hugely valuable. Moreover, the richer the metadata the more valuable it becomes. The article in
comparison has fixed value. If you doubt the value of metadata consider the start-up businesses that have built text mining discovery engines on top of Medline and sell
them to Pharma to aid literature research.
There’s a growing demand now to access just the metadata rather than the article

and metadata is key to the development I mentioned earlier, providing digital information about physical objects.
There’s a project running at the moment to assign PIDs to building components. The architect specifies the components but as the building is built, value engineers
switch them or cheaper alternatives. This process is not always well documented with the result that 10 or 20 years after construction when components need the
replace, the original specs don’t match what’s actually there. Giving components PIDs will help track them through the supply chain.
Some years ago in China, baby milk powder was poisoned. Following this tragedy, all cans and cartons of milk formula have a QR code with an embedded Handle that
resolves to an oﬃcial site showing the provenance. We think it’s the largest deployment of Handles anywhere in the world
IDF has been approached to consider assigning DOIs to algae samples that are used for standard environmental sensing. Likewise, there are groups looking to giving
PIDs to experimental equipment. A huge step forward for the validation of science I mentioned before
And finally, just an idea - what happens when a light aircraft crashes and the pilot is trapped? How do the emergency services know if there’s an ejector seat installed?
And how to disable it safely? If there was a PID associated with the aircraft they could look it up.
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Finally, the area that I predict will drive development the most, machine readability

Where can my
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Where can I ﬁnd it?
Machine-readability

Machine-readability

Over the last 20 years we’ve seen a huge increase in demand for machine readability of PIDs and all sorts of developments have been made to support this, I will
highlight two that I think could lead to future applications

Template Identifiers
http://doi.org/10.5446/12780#t=00:20,00:27

The first something called template identifiers. In this case the DOI points to a video that can be found at DOI:10.5446/12780 but more than that the string after the # tells
the machine to go to a point 20 seconds into the video and bring back or show the 27 seconds after that point.
I can imagine this kind of functionality being used to bring back (say) the results section of an article, or references 3-10, or 3000 characters starting at the 2000th, or
sections of data

Evolution of PIDs

Resource
with a simple
hyperlink

Resource
with a single
redirect

Resource
with multiple
resolution

Resource with
a registered
data type

To explain the next development (data or information typing), I need to show you how PIDs have evolved, We started with a simple link to a resource, a URL. We realised
that was too fragile so we evolved to identifiers with one level of abstraction so that the PID never has to change, we just update the URL it redirects too. The we realised
that the same object may be found at diﬀerent locations so i would be neat if PIDs could resolve to them based on some rules or attributes or parameters. This is
multiple resolution.
For instance, a single PID can resolve diﬀerent depending on the location of the user, or their rights.
The final step in the evolution is to develop data typing so that PIDs can be interpreted correctly by the machines that come cross them. In this context a Data (or
Information) Type is an identifier that resolves to characterisation of structures, conventions, semantics, and representations of data. It serves as a shortcut for humans
and machines to understand and process data
What this means in practice is that it is possible to create objects with PIDs that can completely describe themselves and that require no protocols or standards to be
known by the machine that encounters them. This is a so-called ”zero knowledge” object. It means that the old idea of knowbots could actually happen now - Knowbots
are agents that you dispatch with a task or query and that roam around until they find it. No more search engines and endless browsing!
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But the development that’s going to change everything is the service layer we will build on top of the PID architecture.

“We need banking. We don’t
need banks anymore.”
Bill Gates, 1997

The concept isn’t new and neither is it here yet - the last time I looked we still had banks - but let’s look at some more evidence..

“We need ….… We don’t need
……. anymore.”
2016+

What industries can you think of to fill in the blanks…..

“We need somewhere to stay.
We don’t need hotels
anymore.”

You might have thoughts about AirBnB - more people stay overnight with AirBnB than in any hotel chain, yet they own no hotels

“We need a lift from A to B.
We don’t need taxi companies
anymore.”

It’s not just Uber that provide a lift service, there are local ride sharing schemes all over the world

“We need shopping. We don’t
need shops anymore.”

Look at how Amazon has started to influence buying behaviour yet they have only one shop and it’s in Seattle

The Chinese shopping site Alibaba, thinks the future is VR - they just announced BUY+ for VR. Soon you’ll be able to shop in any shop in the world without leaving your
home

“We need healthcare. We
don’t need hospitals
anymore.”

and look at the monitoring devices we have now and imagine how this will develop. And not just the obvious ones - your Kindle is reading you while you’re reading the
Kindle

This South African health insurance company gives an Apple Watch to it’s customers and oﬀers premium reductions for healthy behaviours tracked by the device.
You have to ask as Copeland has “how much data do I produce when I’m sitting still and doing nothing?”
How much more does each human produce when active

“We need publishing. We
don’t need publishers
anymore.”

Of course I couldn’t resist thinking about my previous profession :-)
But I’m not joking….

Business Model

I think the publishing business model could be turned upside down and inside out by PIDs. Remember the Data Types and the zero knowledge objects? When objects
can carry the rights & permissions around with them in a form that can always be interpreted (rightsaware conten) , we no longer need paywalls. Music, Films, Data,
Articles will be shared freely and only when I choose to play or open the object up will a transaction occur. Payment at the point, the moment of use.

“We need archiving. We
don’t need libraries
anymore.”

And well, I couldn’t leave libraries out - just for balance you understand !

there are less than 10
copies of this object left in
the world

Go back the Knowbots I talked about before. Suppose there’s one let’s call it the ArchivistBot that constantly roams the information domain looking for content.
Everything has a PID so it’s identifiable. The Bot can warn us when the world supply of an object goes below a threshold and we can take steps to preserve it.
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You may have seen this hourglass model of the Internet Domain. Where services can be built on top of network technology thanks to nodes with IP numbers. This allows
packages to be exchanged using standardised protocols.
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Now think of our Data / Information Domain - where Services are built on top of Data Sources. In this model it is the PIDs that allow the objects to be exchanged using
standardised protocols.
In other words, just as IP makes the explosion in services in the Internet Domain possible, PIDs make it possible in the Data Domain.
PIDs are (or should be) areas for convergence and agreement
PIDvasive: when everything has a PID we will see a similar explosion of value-added services in our domain

“The nice thing about standards is that
you have so many to choose from”
Andrew S. Tanenbaum

I couldn’t let this moment pass without mentioning standards….how come there are so many standards?

I’m sure you've either seen this before or overheard this conversation….maybe you’ve even heard yourself saying it :-)

And of course, the same thing happens with PIDs
I couldn’t believe that someone has created this domain name yapid.org - Yet Another Persistent Identifier
I’m never going to argue that one PID is superior to another one, but having said that don’t we have enough of them already?

Interoperability

How to stop this craziness? Well we could make the existing PIDs more interoperable for a start
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I have a simple view of interoperability - or at least the minimum we could all do to make things better.
Let’s first accept that an object may have multiple PIDs - this seems reasonable after all just look at myself as an example, I have a name, a passport number, an old
passport number, a Dutch Tax number, a US Tax number etc
Now imagine each PID knew that I was also known as all the other PIDs that describe me.
It doesn't solve all our interoperability woes but I would argue it’s a great place to start
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Or imagine this use case, where an object has a PID at a point in time T1. At some later time T2 it acquires a new PID. This is fine as long as each PID knows about the
other. PID 2 knows that the object was formerly known as PID1 and PID 1 knows that the object is now known as PID 2
This is actually the use case for Handles to DOIs which happens all the time when Data is first identified using Handles and later is assigned a DOI when it is needed to
be cited.

And ﬁnally…..

How can we achieve all of this? How can we make PIDs PIDvasive, develop value-added services, be interoperable….

A human problem needs a human solution
Let’s go back to the beginning of our problem - it’s a human problem and it needs a human solution

Social Infrastructure

And I call this human solution, Social Infrastructure. What is that exactly?
Well it’s you all here, today at PIDapalooza, gathering to talk, to discuss, to argue about PIDs
Social Infrastructure is the glue that makes interoperability possible, it’s how we build convergence and agreement
So I would urge you please to engage, to question, to discuss as much as you possibly can - for this is the way we will move forward into a fabulous future

Thank You!
j.clark@doi.org

Thank You!

